
Azure skies, a shimmering deep blue sea and the 
serene surroundings of Madeira makes it a true 
tropical paradise, as Mairead Finlay discovers

The Rare Beauty of 

MADEIRA
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Unquestionably safe, host to breathtakingly diverse, sublime 
landscapes and complete with an all-year-round balmy 
climate, the Portuguese archipelago is an idyllically remote 
haven to turn to. Even more so in these particularly uncertain 
times.

It’s no wonder it has won many accolades. It was chosen as 
the “World’s Leading Island Destination” in 2015, 2016, 2017, 
2018, and 2019, as well as winning “Europe’s Leading Island 
Destination” in 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 in the 
prestigious World Travel Awards, known as the “Oscars of 
Tourism”. 

Nestled in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, just 440 miles 
off the coast of Africa, the archipelago comprises four islands 
– Madeira, Porto Santo, Desertas and Selvagens. Only two 
are inhabited. Madeira is home to just 265,000 inhabitants 
(and the vibrant capital, Funchal) while 5,500 live on the 
9km stretch of golden, therapeutic sands of Porto Santo. The 
other two remain the wild, elemental terrain of a vast array of 
marine wildlife.

The rugged, mountainous Desertas islands of volcanic origin, 
located south-east of Madeira, are virtually inaccessible due 
to their steep, perpendicular form. Much to the delight of its 
colony of endangered monk seals, seabirds and a species of 
endemic Tarantula, appreciative of its desolate nature that’s 
almost impossible to colonise. The islands are a protected 
national reserve, requiring authorised access to visit, but there 
are regularly organised day trips to go seal-spotting by boat.

The harsh landscape of Selvagem Islands, composed of two 
small groups of islands and a handful of islets, is another 
undisturbed, remote nature reserve protecting marine birds. 
It’s closer to the Canary Islands than Madeira and very few 
authorised visits are allowed: mostly for those studying botany 
and its wildlife.

Indulge your sight and senses in complete tranquility in 
enchanting Madeira, as rich in gastronomy, culture, activities 
and heritage as it is in awe-inspiring scenery. But that’s not 

all: with every encounter (as few or as many as you wish, 
there are many picturesque locations offering varying levels 
of luxurious seclusion) you’ll be embraced by the genuine 
warmth of the Madeirans, fervently passionate about their 
Pearl in the Atlantic.

SUPERIOR HOSPITALITY

For unparalleled, contemporary luxury and sweeping 
panoramic views, opt for the Savoy Palace. Whether as a base 
to discover the island or as to immerse yourself in a calm 
oasis, accompanied by exceptional, personalised service, it’s 
perfection. Located in the heart of the capital in Funchal, it’s 
mere minutes from the charming Old Town (Zone Velha) and 
steeped in history too.

Designed by award-winning Madeiran interior designer 
Nini Andrade Silva and RH+, the lavish interior design is a 
compelling fusion of sleek modernity and the Belle Époque, 
with a respectful nod to the former Savoy’s iconic legacy. 
Featuring original furniture, evocative of Nini’s signature 

minimalist style (she’s fondly known as being a “Ninimalist”), 
it also pays authentic homage to Madeira’s cultural heritage. 
Most notably in the design of the stunning staircase behind 
the lobby, an embroidered vision emblematic of the island’s 
long-standing textile tradition, seen also by the bedside 
panels of every hotel room.

With a complimentary welcome cocktail in hand, I was 
whisked away to the spacious Pool Ocean suite upon arrival, 
featuring a grand, private terrace with an incomparable 
view of the lush, verdant mountains, dotted with terracotta-
topped villas (transforming into a hive of glowing lights come 
nighttime) as well as a full panorama of the glistening ocean. 
All of which you can admire from the comfort of your own 
private plunge pool.

Inside, the suite boasts a magnificent marbled bathroom and 
walk-in shower, an impressive standalone bathtub, a plush 
queen-sized bed, as well as a lounge and dining area for 
taking a quiet moment to soak up the full splendour of the 
island. 
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The hotel spa, surrounded by manicured gardens, is also 
a sight to behold: at 33,000 sq ft it’s one of the biggest in 
Europe. Influenced by the UNESCO World Heritage-listed 
Laurissilva forest on the island, the decor weaves soothing 
green hues with a myriad of caves, tunnels and water features 
to create a peaceful sanctuary. The blissful retreat comprises 
11 treatment rooms, jacuzzi, sauna, sensorial showers, a 
Champagne & Nails bar and more.

As part of the generous Premium Experience package 
included with the suite, you have exclusive access to the 
dazzling rooftop terrace and to the Jacarandá Lounge & Club, 
where a buffet breakfast and à la carte breakfast is held. The 
centrepiece though, is most definitely the infinity pool, where 
you can endlessly gaze at the dramatic backdrop, merging 
sea and sky.

Excellent dining options are aplenty at the Savoy too (six in 
total) including a delicious, wholesome affair at the Savoy 
Terrace Restaurant. But its most astonishing, is without a 
doubt the fine dining offering at the Galáxia Skyfood and Bar, 
situated atop of the palace, with glittering views of the city.

For the ultimate private getaway, consider the Savoy 
Signature package, where you can luxuriate in a private-jet 
transfer from Lisbon and Funchal and receive a dedicated 
concierge service. You’ll also receive two nights in the 
Presidential Suite with butler service.

“Some guests never even go beyond our gates for an entire 
week,” says Ciriaco Campus, General Manager of Belmond 
Reid’s Palace. I can understand why, it’s like a fairytale. 
Welcoming you with an otherworldly charm from the minute 
you enter, with their never excessive but always impeccable 
service, it’s the pinnacle of understated confidence − reached 
after having welcomed guests through the doors for more 
than a century.

The level of meticulous thought gone into each detail, is 
unrivalled. Whether it’s sunset drives with a chauffeured 1970s 
vintage car, or the delicate Chinese hand-painted wallpapers 
in the magnificent George Bernard Shaw and Sir Winston 
Churchill Suites (both former guests), no stone is left unturned.

Its tender imaginativeness extends to its children’s activities 
too − endearingly, all children are presented with a welcome 
teddy bear on arrival, and there’s the chance for little ones to 
pick the deliciously sweet bananas from the plantations on 
the palace grounds. As part of a family day trip, the palace 
also organises whale and dolphin watching trips.

For me, the ultimate luxury experience Reid’s puts together is 
the astounding sunrise from above the clouds. Escorting you 
in a 4x4 jeep directly from the palace, the road steadily climbs 
the rocky 1,818 ft summit of Pico do Arieiro. Enveloped in the 
clouds, you’ll witness the soft fleeting glow of sunrise. Shortly 
after, you take a ride back down the mountains to enjoy 
breakfast, this time getting to see the mountains in the now 
morning light, previously shrouded in darkness. The scent of 
eucalyptus fills the air, and an abundance of wild blue African 
lilies and hydrangeas line the winding roads. 

Greeted by a private butler with a glass of champagne, you 
are then served breakfast in a calm, picturesque setting, the 
gentle warmth of the sun and freshly baked pastries rousing 
you awake. It really doesn’t get much better than this. Before 
commencing an exciting adventure off-road in the secret 
caminhos reais (Royal Roads), a Polaroid photo is taken to 
cherish for years to come.

Perched with grandeur on a steep clifftop by Funchal Bay, 
Belmond Reid’s Palace dominates the landscape. The distinct 
salmon pink exterior giving much of its character: an elegance 
of a bygone era. 

A nostalgic blend of French Riviera meets English Rose, 
built by Scotsman William Reid in 1891, the Palace (and its 
adjoining Italian restaurant Villa Cipriani) is the epitome 
of timeless luxury: the imagined mise-en-scène of any F. 
Scott Fitzgerald novel. This extends to its spa, and quiet, 
exclusive pool terrace (where a buffet breakfast and lunch 
using local organic produce is also served) with two heated 
swimming pools to enjoy in seclusion (one seawater, the 
other freshwater). You can also meander down to one of the 
viewing points or take a cooling dip in the ocean, thanks to 
the hotel’s direct access with stairs built into the volcanic 
rocks.
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Exuding refined glamour, this vision is seen most clearly in its 
iconic terrace where Reid’s hosts their traditional afternoon 
tea. With pleasingly pink walls and black and white marbled 
chequered floors, you have a visual feast of both the Atlantic 
and the blossoming subtropical gardens below.

In the spacious George Bernard Suite where I had the 
pleasure of staying, accents of fine florals and dark wooden 
furniture harmoniously intertwine in the suite to give it a 
distinctly British feel. The suite, encompassing a generous 
living room, king-size bed and marble bathroom feels airy, the 
grand floor-to-ceiling windows flooding the space with soft 
light. The real pièce de résistance though, is the expansive 
private veranda. Accompanied by wicker chairs and sun-
loungers, you can embrace the magnificent view, and listen to 

the pebbles gently lapping the shore in a soothing lullaby.

THE FINEST OF FOOD

Gourmands have a tantalising array of culinary choices 
in Madeira. The fertile, mineral-rich soil, mild climate and 
geographic location means you can find not only ample 
fish species, but an entire rainbow of exotic fruit: mangoes, 
passionfruit, guava, Surinam cherries - the list goes on and on. 

This infusion sees it’s way into local specialities: the peixe 
espada (black scabbard fish fried with banana) being most 
famous. But it’s truly exemplified by the Avista Restaurant’s 
fantastic dishes. With a tranquil ambience, and dreamy 
seafront views overlooking Funchal bay, you’ll be enticed 
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by Michelin-star chef Benoît Sinthon’s mouth-watering 
combination of cutting-edge Mediterranean and Asian cuisine, 
using local tropical produce.

At the on-site restaurant of luxury boutique Hotel Castanheiro, 
Tipografia, hidden away on a peaceful cobbled street near the 
historical centre, you can enjoy breathtaking rooftop views, 
as well as enjoy a light lunch of freshly caught seafood and 
exotic produce. The sautéed mango pie, topped with cheese 
ice-cream and a drizzle of a 10-year-old Madeira wine, is 
simply exquisite.

For a creative reimagining of local Madeiran produce, look 
no further than Nini’s Design Centre. Uniquely located within 
a fortress by the harbour, and the home of the local designer 
Nini Andrade’s creations, it is also an incredible restaurant.  
Led by Michelin star chef Miguel Laffan, the food is an artistic 
expression of her work - a ‘laboratory of ideas’ as she says 
herself. Feast under moonlit skies, with her aesthetically 
pleasing dishes that keep faithful to her famed monochrome 
palette when possible. The black scabbard fish tortellini in 
sage and olive butter, and the scallops with horse mackerel 
caviar are divine. The playful reinvention of ‘a ramekin with 
chocolate and passionfruit’ was a lovely surprise − coming in 
the form of a dainty flowerpot and topped with verbena, both 
edible.

For those looking for a classic ambience and cuisine with 
hints of modernity, Quinta da Casa Blanca is a wonderful 
choice. Concealed within the peaceful, immaculate estate 
of the 19th century Manor House (a hotel with five luxury 
suites) the restaurant is amidst an inviting swimming pool 
and botanical gardens that give way to an explosion of vivid 
colours. This includes the canary yellow Popcorn senna (with 
its sweet delicate aroma just like its namesake) and vermillion 
red African Tulip trees, to name but two of 26 varieties. 
Their polished yet innovative fare (the venison carpaccio, 
with truffle ice-cream and walnuts, is a standout) with the 
restaurant’s relaxed atmosphere, will undoubtedly appeal to 
the senses. 

Local specialities that can’t be missed include moreish grilled 
limpets (‘lapas’) that it would be criminal to not devour by 
the seafront with lashings of butter, garlic, coriander, before 
dousing in lemon. It must be accompanied with warm bolo 
do caco, a typical Madeiran sweet potato flatbread, with even 
more garlic butter.

There’s also the signature, flavourful tomato & onion soup 
with a poached egg on top, and the bolo de mel to taste. 
The latter is a honey cake whose heavenly, syrupy smell 
dances down the street from the bakery on Rua de Santa 
Maria (and a must-see area where artists turn doors into 
striking works of art). You have the many varieties of exotic 
fruit that must be sampled too - a passion fruit banana 
anyone? As well as the traditional tipple called Poncha, a 
sweet concoction of sugar cane rum, honey, lemon and 
orange.

Of course, a visit to the island is not complete without raising 
a toast with a glass of Madeira wine, as was done so in 
Shakespeare’s “Henry IV”, by Thomas Jefferson when signing 
the Declaration of Independence in 1776, and by Sir Winston 
Churchill, who adored the fortified wine. Where better to do 
so than at the wine lodge of the leading producer of premium 
quality Madeira wine worldwide, the family-owned, seventh-
generation strong Blandy’s?

With two centuries of award-winning fine wine production, it 
is the only family to retain full ownership of its company out of 
all the original founders of the Madeira wine trade. Supervised 
by renowned Portuguese winemaker, Francisco Albuquerque, 
grapes are still purchased by a large number of Madeiran 
winegrowers, as is tradition.

Take a private tour of the museum and Funchal lodge, where 
over 650 barrels and vats are stored, to see the unique 
process of how the four grape varieties − from the driest 
Sercial, Verdelho to Bual and the rich Malmsey − age slowly 
in casks in warm rooms (the “Canteiro” method) to produce 
wines of excellence.
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MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES

Water sports activities in the calm Azul seas are plentiful in 
Madeira. Diving, water-skiing, paddle-boarding, kayaking, 
wakeboarding, jet skiing and deep-sea fishing being just some 
of them.

But if you are looking for exclusivity and wonder on an 
ocean adventure, then consider a day excursion to Fajã dos 
Padres by private yacht. Organised by Rota dos Cetáceos, 
we jumped on board at the quiet boat-sprinkled marina at the 
south-eastern tip of Madeira, Ponte de São Lourenço. Spacious 
on deck, with the option of dining onboard (or stopping to swim 
or snorkel if you so wish) the yacht glides through the crystal-
clear ocean, as you admire the ever-changing scenery.  

We head to the isolated beauty of Fajã dos Padres for lunch, 
an area on the south coast only accessible by sea or cable car. 
Bountiful ripening papayas, avocados, mangos, passionfruit 
and flourishing banana plantations line the lush palm-fringed 
paths. The sound of tiny lizards scuttling away is just about 
the only thing you hear along the stretch of the secluded, 
uncrowded pebble beach here: it’s magic.

Dolphin watching, within the luxurious comfort of your own 
private catamaran and chef on board (organised by VIP 
Dolphins), is also a must. Welcomed with a glass of champagne, 
we see just mere minutes after leaving the harbour a large 
group of bottlenose dolphins, gently yet playfully circling 
the boat closeby. Their joy is infectious, and combined with 
the clement weather and private chef Selim’s (head-chef 
of Madeira’s much-celebrated The Wanderer) deliciously 
experimental 3-course meal, it leaves an indelible print on 
your mind. The main course in particular - a tuna mi-cuit, 
with compressed watermelon, cashew cheese, basil sprouts, 
foraged ice-plants, and finished with spiced cashew nuts and 
piquant wasabi-coated sesame seeds was a veritable delight.

For a spot of golf in a blissfully secluded environment, zipping 
around the exclusive, pristine Palheiro Golf resort is hard to 
beat. The sprawling 18-hole, par 72 Championship golf course 
not only has remarkable views of the mountainous skyline, but 
it presents an exciting challenge to even the most seasoned 
of golfers, thanks to its hilliness and steep valleys located 
1640ft above sea level. It’s also a mere 10 minutes drive away 
from Funchal. To unwind, you have the incredible spa and 
spectacular gardens located within the 120-hectare estate 
where you will find the 5* Casa Velha do Palheiro Hotel and a 
tennis court too.

For thrill-seekers, the immense, complex terrain from summit to 
sea level makes Madeira ideal for hiking, trail running, downhill 
biking, canyoning and abseiling. But for those looking for 
something calmer to take in the picture-perfect surroundings, 
then consider one of the innumerable Levada trails. Unique to 
the island, this network of ancient irrigation canals brings water 
down from the mountains to the farmland below and was built 
back in the 16th century. 

Now, a staggering 2,000 km of Levadas criss-cross all over 
the island, forming an extensive network of dynamic trails, 
absolutely perfect for nature lovers. Discover in awe cascading 
waterfalls and lagoons, and endemic fauna and flora on one of 
the many revitalising walks across the island. Favourite trails 
include the Levada do Alecrim, Levada do Caldeirão Verde and 
to the east, Vereda da Ponta de São Lourenço.

As you can see, Madeira is of many multitudes: an exotic 
botanical dream, of vast unspoilt, diverging terrains and oodles 
of private and secluded escapes to choose from. Add into 
the mix it’s all-year-round temperate weather and wonderful 
hospitality, the island is truly a destination that captures your 
heart and soul.


